Introducing ZipLine

Instant-On, No-Code Enterprise IoT Button Deployments

START FASTER. GO FURTHER.

INSTANT-ON, NO CODE REQUIRED
Get up and running with a visual interface for organization, site, and event creation, enterprise IoT button assignment and management, and notification alerts.

RAPID BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATION
Configure and assign buttons to match your business context and begin receiving real-world data from across your enterprise right out of the gate.

BUILT-IN DASHBOARDS AND REPORTS
Visualize activity through multi-level maps and monitors with usage analytics, remaining useful life, and assignments by event, location, and organization.

FLEXIBLE ENTERPRISE INTEGRATIONS
Connect contextualized button events with existing business workflows, AWS infrastructure and services, and backend enterprise systems.

FAST TRACK TO MACHINE LEARNING
Gain insights from built-in integrations with AWS Machine Learning and other tools.

http://iotbtn.com
Strandz IoT Data Management Platform

Bright Wolf Strandz is optimized for large-scale industrial grade IoT applications.

GET TO MARKET FASTER ON AWS
Integrate seamlessly with AWS cloud infrastructure, with automated cleaning, normalization, and transformation of incoming IoT data.

BUILD A CONTINUOUS LEARNING LOOP
Enable your intelligence tools and teams to train and validate models, and deliver ongoing operationalized insights to the production system.

INTEGRATE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS’ BUSINESS
Create a tighter bond with your customers and provide increased value through connections with their ERP, CRM, and other key enterprise systems.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN DATA TOOLS
Integrate with any combination of BI, Machine Learning, Analytics, and Workflow tools from AWS and others like Tableau, Salesforce, and Splunk.

Strandz production deployments include healthcare, heavy equipment, oil & energy, agriculture, fluid management, industrial controls, cold chain transportation, and other enterprise markets.

http://brightwolf.com/platform